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▐ david leitner "thanks for following"▐ 
 

Solo show at Improper Walls gallery, Vienna, Austria 
 
Austrian artist David Leitner presents his solo show “thanks for following”.  
 

“thanks for following” is inspired by the history of the self-portrait and            
the absurdity of today’s “selfie” culture. “Making a self-portrait suggests that you are             

already famous, even if you’re not.” Says art historian James Hall. It worked for Rembrandt then and                 
it works for many social media stars now.  
 
For David Leitner it was a self-examination, which in turn boosted his self-confidence. In looking at                
why we are so obsessed with “selfies”, and constantly trying to find that perfect angle, and hoping to                  
feel a bit better about ourselves.  
 
By taking photos and using 3D scans the artist was able to examine the main object - himself - from                    
all angles. Then, combined with a digital aesthetic, he transformed himself into the artworks.  
 
If we agree with Alastair Sooke’s prediction, the turn of 21st Century will come to be known as the                   
‘Age of Narcissism’. In that case, “thanks for following” is a picture of our era and a perpetuation of                   
the selfie culture, all the while retaining the power of art. 
- 
www.davidleitner.at / @david_leitner  
- 
Live music during the opening: 
 21:00 Titus Probst live / Titus Probst LIVE (Galerie Tour) 
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FEBRUARY 2018, VIENNA 
 

 
Opening Reception: Wednesday, March 7, 2018, 7 - 10 pm 
Exhibition duration: March 8 until March 23, 2018 
Finissage: March 23, 2018, 3 - 10 pm 
Opening hours: Wednesday - Friday, 3 pm - 7 pm 
Location: Improper Walls. Reindorfgasse 42, 1150 Vienna 
 
IMAGES  
 
Organized and curated by Improper Walls. Kulturverein zur Förderung von Kunst und soziokulturellen             
Initiativen.  
 
 
For more information, images and early preview appointment please contact:  
Justina Speirokaite | justina@improperwalls.com | +43 660 4517466 
Ale Zapata  | ale.zapata@improperwalls.com | +43 660 2200327 
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